ACUTA announces the release of
ACUTA Regulatory Information Management (ARIM™)
version 3.0.0
Marlborough MA – January 27, 2017 – ACUTA announced the release of ACUTA Regulatory
Information Management (ARIM) version 3.0.0 – a next-generation solution that redefines how Life
Science companies manage regulatory information. ARIM brings together the data, content, and
interactions with agencies needed to deliver a fully informed Regulatory Information Management
(RIM) solution. Designed to work in the cloud or on premise, ARIM provides a centrally coordinated
user experience while ensuring compliance. It supports the processes of Regulatory Affairs and
Operations, regardless of their complexity or geographic location, and offers global access.
“ACUTA’s goal is to offer this next generation RIM solution to enable companies of all sizes to adhere
to strict standards set by regulatory authorities around the world, and help them collect and manage
regulatory information with reliability” said Shy Kumar, ACUTA’s Founder, President and CEO. “With
this release we are very proud to announce the introduction of the Registrations Tracking module! ARIM
users now have the opportunity to plan and track their marketing and investigational applications
around the world. This release also offers the capability to publish Paper submissions for agencies still
accepting paper, which is another critical requirement to support Rest of World (ROW) submissions.”
ARIM is designed to assist Life Science companies in managing their regulatory information more
efficiently and cost effectively. This v3.0.0 release includes a significant list of new capabilities such as
HTML5 support along with improvements to existing features and functionalities, providing a much
richer user interface and end-user experience.
The ARIM Cloud offering is powered by Microsoft Azure and advances the Life Science industry’s urgent
drive for an affordable solution using technology tailored to small and medium size company needs,
with increased efficiencies and cost savings.
For more information on ARIM, please visit http://www.acutallc.com/arim
About ACUTA, LLC
ACUTA was founded in 2012 to assist Life Science companies in complying with ever changing
regulatory requirements that guide the product lifecycle through approval and maintenance. ACUTA’s
founder Shy Kumar, and his team members are well known in the industry, with over 20 years of
experience. They have successfully deployed state-of-the-art solutions that were well received by
industry and users.
ACUTA’s vision is to develop innovative solutions to assist Life Sciences and related companies with
their regulatory information management, which ultimately benefit everyone and specifically the
needs of patients around the world.
ACUTA is headquartered in Marlborough, MA, USA with offices in Bangalore, India. For more
information, visit www.acutallc.com.
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